“They did not choose this path, they were chosen for it.”
Perception dictates everything. It influences an individual’s poise and belief of the system
of right and wrong, loss and triumph, and pro and con. In essence, perception sways the
direction an individual’s life will take based upon their whims; forging an identity that not
only exhumes a person, it exalts them.
On the rain soaked New Jersey turnpike, on the evening of April 23, 1998, perception
altered the lives of two acclaimed police officers cast in the line of duty, four young men
who dreamed big for their families, one ambitious governor trying to make a difference,
one district attorney caught between the hypocrisy of his work, the morality of the
American legal system itself, and every individual sitting in their living room in
America – and beyond.
Eclipsing the notion of race, 4CHOSEN presents an ensemble cast in a series of historically
based characters that were immediately and entirely affected by the tragic incident of
racial profiling that occurred regularly in the state of New Jersey. Four boys of AfricanAmerican and Hispanic descent who loved the game of basketball decided to take a trip from their homes in New York to North Carolina
for a camp where they could be seen by collegiate and professional scouts in the hopes of making a difference in their lives. Fate would also
have two Caucasian and highly decorated young troopers patrolling the turnpike that night just one month after they were involved in a harrowing
incident where their heroics not only saved lives, but also brought a criminal to justice. Two sides. Two perspectives. One collision course that
results in tragedy.
With the boys driving an unmarked and rented van, with the driver operating the vehicle under a suspended license, and with his nervous slip of
hand forcing the car in reverse, ultimately backing into the police cruiser, the pair of young officers eerily reminisced to their previous incident
the month before and immediately took aggressive action. They began to fire into the van. They engaged in self-defense. Or did they?
4CHOSEN presents the audience a unique opportunity to see this incident that altered the landscape of the American legal system from the point
of view of all of the characters involved at the behest of District Attorney Michael Jenkins, a young and ambitious single father who found his
efforts to reform the interior corruption and practices of the New Jersey Internal Affairs futile; ultimately leading him to a cynical life of law in a
diminished hope of making his four year old daughter’s life better. Immediately after the incident occurred, discrepancies on the police report
become sketchy at best, and Jenkins is brought on board by his solemn duty and under the direct scrutiny of the governor’s office. Public outcry
turns what would seem a typical case of a potential drug stop into a mistake gone horrifically wrong – a mistake that many within the state would
like to sweep under the proverbial rug. Jenkins finally finds himself in a position to do what he has always wanted to do: to make a difference.
The only question is: what really did happen that night? It’s Michael Jenkins’s job to figure that out.
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Imbuing the enigmatic characters and emotion of Crash with the political intrigue of Oliver Stone’s JFK, 4CHOSEN presents a scenario and truth
to this day that is disputed. Shadowed by the concept of a socio-political cover-up, with relevancy to the current political climate, 4CHOSEN
takes us beyond the incident; opening with the characters lives before the incident, during, and dealing with the aftermath and the subsequent
search for justice that we all search for in our lives during troubled times.
Seen from the perspectives of Ralph Menar, the St. Johns University basketball star who exudes discipline upon the notion of doing things “the
right way” by serving as the boys’ personal mentor and coach; struggling attorney David Ironman who later becomes the boys’ legal counsel
but must deal with his own demons and monetary problems within his split household; Governor Christine Todd Whitman who is caught in a
soul search for what is best for her constituency versus best for her own career; and young New Jersey state trooper James Kenna who optimizes the awkward inner battle by being thrust onto the force by a closed minded, yet loving father who takes issue with listening but has no
problem articulating his method on handling life by partnering his reluctant son with a super cop.
All of these characters, fighting their own personal problems, are thrust together into a pot that is nearly boiling, and must reckon with one
another to determine what is right and what is wrong, not only for themselves, but for everyone. What really did happen on that fateful night,
and just who was right, and who was wrong? Questions like that are never easy to answer, but with all of these characters having a major
stake in the resolution,answers find themselves coming at a premium.
This falls to the hands of Michael Jenkins to ascertain the truth. But as emotion becomes involved, the public revolts, and soon enough spreads
like a cancer. As the stories change, altered by time or crooked means bent on a political agenda, Jenkins’s investigation begins to not only
uncover the truth about April 23, 1998; but also the realization and revelation of a practice undertaken by those who were meant to protect all
Americans. Originally brought in to pursue justice against four boys of his own ethnicity, Jenkins soon realizes things are not nearly what they
seemed. Suddenly, two successful officers who have contributed to keeping the streets safe for their populace find themselves under fire
for doing the very practice they were taught. By coming before the court, Jenkins must assess which reenacted version of the events is the
truth – for this case has become bigger than just four boys and two officers.
Right, and wrong. The truth is, perspective dictates everything. One man’s hero is simply, another man’s villain. But the only way to determine
anything is to seek the truth. That is Michael Jenkins job. Soon enough, he realizes that none of these events are coincidence. Soon enough, he
realizes, that everyone, including the four boys, were 4CHOSEN.
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